
In this IBM Tivoli® Composite Application Manager for Application Diagnostics version 7.1 

training module, you learn how to change the Managing Server Data Collector monitoring 

level. 
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The module developer assumes that you can understand the basic administrative topics of 

ITCAM for Application Diagnostics. Additionally, you should already be familiar with the 

features and components of ITCAM for WebSphere and J2EE and have a user ID that has 

been assigned Managing Server administrative role privileges. 
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When you complete this module you will understand what a D C monitoring level is, the 

available monitoring levels, the Features and Information available at different levels, and, 

finally, how to adjust the monitoring level from the Managing Server Virtualization Engine. 
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The monitoring level for a server defines the amount of data collected for it. A higher 

monitoring level causes more details to be collected and the larger the performance 

overhead that is introduced by the Data Collector. The available monitoring levels are 

Level One (Production Mode), Level Two (Problem Determination Mode), and Level Three 

(Tracing Mode). 
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Different information is provided at the different monitoring levels. Common to all levels is 

Availability Management and System Resource data. 

L1 Level 1 Production mode: this monitoring level provides availability management, 

system resources, and basic request-level data. This monitoring level has a low impact on 

the CPU overhead per transaction and is appropriate for servers that are not 

malfunctioning.  

L2 Level 2 Problem determination mode: this monitoring level provides production level 

monitoring plus advanced request data, including external component and CPU 

information, as well as additional monitoring fields and functions. Under problem 

determination mode, you can view component traces. These are traces that show J2EE 

request-related events that are made to external services. Use this level when you 

suspect a problem or need to capture data about external events but do not need all the 

method-level data. When you select L2, you are given the option to check MP for Method 

Profiling. This feature allows you to determine how often the data collector will aggregate 

method data and send the data to the managing server: 1-999 minutes. You can view the 

method profile reports on the Method Profiling Management page.  

L3 Level 3 Tracing Mode: this is the most powerful monitoring level, therefore only this 

level uses all reporting elements available. For example, in L3, the server activity display 

shows additional data for the following columns: Accumulated CPU, Last Known Class 

Name, Last Known Method, and Last Known action. In addition, on the Request Detail 

page, the method trace with SQL statements are also available. L3 has inherently higher 

overhead than the other monitoring levels. Use this level for servers that have been 

selected for diagnostics and detailed workload characterization.  
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There are several ways that the Data Collector  D C monitoring level can be adjusted from 

the Managing Server. First; In the System Properties pages, you can set defaults for 

server data collection, baseline settings for the Enterprise Overview display in the 

Visualization Engine, and SNMP settings. 
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Here you set the default for all server DCs. In this example, the default monitoring level is 

set at Level One. 
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Second, in the Monitoring on Demand pages, you can both view and adjust the monitoring 

level for all servers and schedule adjustment of this level to occur at fixed times. 
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To get to the Monitoring on Demand pages, go to the top navigation menu and click 

Administration > Monitoring on Demand. 
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On the Monitoring Schedule click the Schedule Change/Override button for the 

Group/Server name to display the Modify Server Settings page. The black arrow points to 

a Group/Server name Schedule Change/Override button. For z/OS® Data Collectors, and 

to change the monitoring level for a specific Data Collector, push the Schedule 

Change/Override button for the WebSphere Application Server Control Region to display 

the Modify Server Settings page.  
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The third way to change the monitoring level is by using the Modify Server Settings page. 

Here you change the monitoring level for the selected DC, select a different schedule, or 

change the current sampling rate. Overriding a monitoring level lasts until the next 

monitoring level begins, as determined by the schedule.  
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The red arrow in the bottom right corner points to the toolbox icon button. Pressing this 

button takes you to the Modify Server Settings page. 
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Note that with this third method, use of the Modify Server Settings page, Level Three 

monitoring requires that initial setup be done on the Data Collector side. As you see in the 

slide, you receive a warning message that tells you additional data collector configuration 

steps should have been completed for the capture of Level Three data using this method. 
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A fourth way of adjusting the monitoring level is by using what is called a Misbehaving 

Transaction Trap. A Misbehaving Transaction Trap is an application trap that is set based 

upon resident time of a misbehaving transaction.  

With this target type, when the resident time of a request violates the specified level in the 

trap definition, the monitoring level for that specified request switches from either Level 

One or Level Two to Level Three. For all the subsequent resident time violations for that 

request the method trace detail is captured. You can configure the data collector to return 

to either Level One or Level Two after the threshold has been reached a certain number of 

times within a given time period. This target type also provides a dynamic means of 

collecting method trace detail as the detail is collected at the time the problem is actually 

occurring. For additional information on Misbehaving Transactions and Misbehaving 

Transaction Traps, refer to the ITCAM for Application Diagnostics User Guide -  Setting an 

Application trap using the Resident Time - Misbehaving Transaction target type. 
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This page provides helpful links to documentation that references this topic. 
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Now that you have completed this training module, you understand the various levels of 

Data Collector monitoring and what metrics are provided at each level.  

You understand how to adjust the Managing Server D C monitoring level using: Monitoring 

on Demand, Modify Server Settings, System Properties Page, and by setting a 

Misbehaving Transaction Trap. 
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You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 

feedback. 
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